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Reddit
● Reddit is a social content sharing and discussion platform which was 

founded by Steve Huffman and Alexis Ohanian in 2005 now worth $1.8 billion.
● Users submit links, discussion topics, images etc which earn reputation or 

“Karma” and are upvoted or downvoted by other users.
● Divided into communities that share common interests called subreddits. 

‘r/history’ or ‘r/machinelearning or ‘r/Keratoconus’
● 542 million monthly visitors, 73.15 million submissions, 725.85 million 

comments, over 1.1 million subreddits, 5 million comments daily. 

Sources: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reddit, http://redditmetrics.com/history 
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Community
● The large community of “Redditors” supports interesting discussions on 

wide-ranging topics and ideas.
● Power of this community can be seen in the “Reddit Effect” also called the 

“Reddit Hug Of Death” or in “Mr. Splashy Pants”.
● r/fatpeoplehate and several other controversial subreddits are widespread.
● The same community is also seen engaging in anonymous altruism in the 

form of collective donations, talking people out of suicides, re-uniting them 
with parents etc.

Source: http://www.zdnet.com/article/what-makes-reddit-different/ 

http://www.zdnet.com/article/what-makes-reddit-different/


Reddit for Developers
● Reddit was fully open source up until September 2017. 
● Nonetheless, the Reddit API is extremely robust making it possible for so 

many Reddit clients to be user’s first choice for browsing Reddit content. 
● OAuth2 based API with several wrappers available in a multitude of 

languages.
● High use of object orientation. 

thing is the Reddit base class.
A thing (say a comment) may implement votable or created. 

● PRAW, a Python wrapper for Reddit is the most widely used wrapper, 
especially to create Reddit Bots. 

Source: https://github.com/reddit/reddit/wiki/JSON 

https://github.com/reddit/reddit/wiki/JSON


Bots
● Reddit API support makes it possible for users to create Reddit bots which 

are bot accounts that have specific triggers associated with them.
● Some are helpful like u/MetricConversionBot which converts any units 

mentioned in comments.
● Some are silly like u/PirateCaptainSparrow which just corrects any mention of 

‘Jack Sparrow’ to ‘Captain Jack Sparrow. 

Source: https://github.com/reddit/reddit/wiki/JSON 

https://github.com/reddit/reddit/wiki/JSON


Bots
    u/ColorizeBot

Source: 
http://richzhang.github.io/colorization/  

http://richzhang.github.io/colorization/


A Study of Question Effectiveness Using Reddit “Ask Me Anything” Threads

● Reddit AMA is a more candid and open interview where a person, generally a famous personality 
answers all sorts of random questions from users.

● Since this is the internet, and reddit users are generally anonymous, it can result in some hard hitting 
questions that the interviewee fails to address deliberately.

● Paper aims to determine what an “answerable” question is.
● They form a reddit question answer corpus in which they have collected the top 1500 posts per 

AMA.
● They train a specialized model of CNN called context-aware CNN with specialized POS tags to learn 

answerable questions.
● The model's effectiveness was evaluated by comparing its agreeability with human test subjects 

and it was found that there is a high agreeability with the human test subjects.
● However it was also found that both human and the model had lower than expected agreeability 

with the AMA host himself. This is largely due to AMA host prioritizing certain questions over others 
for promotional reasons or contractual obligations.

Source: : https://www.cs.ucf.edu/~feiliu/papers/FLAIRS_2017_Reddit.pdf
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Examining thematic similarity, difference, and membership in three online mental 
health communities from reddit: A text mining and visualization approach

● Mental health is a niche and poorly understood domain that a lot of people overlook.
● The large amounts of progress in the last few decades have help alleviate some of the social stigma 

associated with consulting for mental health, however despite this a lot of people are hesitant to get 
any sort of consultation.

● Because of the anonymity of reddit users, people are a lot more forthcoming with their mental health 
problems, which has resulted in an active and thriving community that helps people openly discuss 
and share possible solution and offer some limited consultation.

● This paper analyzes the trends and patterns that exist in these communities by taking in a large 
corpus of posts from Anxiety, Depression and PTSD subreddits.

● They discover through clustering that all communities are overall positive PTSD and Anxiety 
communities focused more on treatment and help motivate users while Depression community 
generally leaned towards discussing their scenario.

Source: : https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2017.09.001

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2017.09.001


Examining thematic similarity, difference, and membership in three online mental 
health communities from reddit: A text mining and visualization approach

Source: : https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chb.2017.09.001
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General Trends in Research: Reddit
● Overall a lot of research that uses Reddit uses it mainly as a platform (for eg, bot)
● The research that focuses on Reddit as a social media generally involves Reddit as a corpus for 

conversational data to test out their existing techniques.
● This type of research uses the threaded structure and generally context sensitive conversation 

among users to better model NLP systems that take advantage of such data, like question answer 
system.

● The other kind of research trend that focuses on Reddit explores primarily the actions of Reddit’s 
niche communities.

● Research involving reddit’s communities takes advantage of a high retention rate of the user-base to 
derive trends in such communities which can be generalized.

● Another benefit of analyzing such communities is that the top posts have an intrinsic property of 
being extremely appealing to the community. This information can be used to create a more robust 
qualitative assessment models for  tasks like sentiment analysis.



Questions?


